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Abstract
Distributed computing has become very common and ﬁnds better ﬁt in many real life applications over centralized approaches.
However, providing self-organization, self-repair, resilience features remain challenging task for such approach. We have presented
a hierarchical model where its structural information could be distributed and stored into the leaf nodes. We have envisaged the
leaves of the tree as real physical entities and the remaining nodes as virtual ones to build a hierarchical structure. Henceforth, the
tree could be built using these leaf nodes and its robustness can track for the missing leaves.
c© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Pervasive computing is gradually entering people’s everyday life where commonly used physical objects are made
smarter to adapt and integrate into its environment that can communicate and process information. The system would
become more scalable, if these smart objects could interact among themselves locally, in standalone manner with
less/no communication to remote servers. Piggybacking these physical objects with self describing information stored
in the RFID memory is an approach enabling them into local participations1,2,3. However, this stored information
could also be a piece of the data structure representing some relation among physical objects. Using the distributed
data structure from the objects, inconsistencies within their relations could be veriﬁed. The simplest relation could be
represented as a group where membership and missing of objects could be veriﬁed. If the data structure is made more
robust, the missing member(s) could also be identiﬁed4.
We perceive and use hundreds of physical entities around us in our daily lives. While some of them are simple,
the rest are complex ones that are built progressively out of simple ones. Such types of complex objects could be rep-
resented naturally in form of hierarchy. Other examples of hierarchical representations exist in science, technology,
language, information classiﬁcations etc but we intend to focus on areas of application where small entities are used
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Fig. 1. Composite representation of a chair as hierarchy Fig. 2. Sample tree structure to be distributed among leaf nodes
as building blocks towards larger ones. Few examples of such complex physical objects are assembly of electronic
equipments, vehicles, ready to use furniture, data blocks in ﬁlesystem etc. Activities such as assembling and reassem-
bling during repair often require to check for the integrity of such complex objects and caution for missing pieces.
Figure 1 demonstrates the hierarchical representation of the assembly process with a ready-to-build chair. It shows the
ordering of joining the various pieces as we move up the tree representation. Its root node represents the ﬁnal object
after assembly. There are two main approaches to store the hierarchical representation of such objects. Centralized
storage is the classical approach where the information is stored in a remote database or knowledgebase. The other
approach being the structure information being distributed across the physical entities themselves, as self description.
In this paper, we propose hierarchical representation of complex objects distibuted among its real physical entities.
Augmented with such information, these entities become smarter to take part in interactions like assembly etc. The
next section describes our data structure for the hierarchy. In section 3, we have explained two algorithms. The ﬁrst,
disseminates tree structure information onto the objects. Henceforth, they can participate in assembly to reconstruct
the hierarchy using the second algorithm. Section 4 provides an analysis of our approach and the related work are
discussed in section 5. The concluding section of the paper provides some future directions.
2. Data structure for hierarchical objects
Let’s suppose, we have a physically assembled complex object using multiple elementary objects and deﬁne it as a
tree structure based on the following design principles. The most elementary physical objects would be represented as
leaf nodes. All internal nodes should have at least two child nodes since they represent an association of two or more
parts. These children could be leaf and/or another internal node. The internal nodes virtually represent a complex
object composed of elementary physical and/or other complex object(s). Hence, traversing a tree bottom-up, would
resemble the assembly process, stepwise. On the other hand, top-down traversal of the tree disassembles the complex
structure with the root node modelizing the complete structure. Figure 1 presents an example of a complex object
using hierarchical structure. Its set of leaves marked as boxes are the physical parts while the remaining in circles are
internal nodes representing complex objects.
Starting from this tree structure, we deﬁne the notion of parent, ancestor, and sibling of a node n belonging to a
tree T .
parent Let a tree T and a node n belong to T . The parent p of n is the node of T for which n is a child of p. The set
of children of a node p in a tree T is denoted by CT (p).
sibling Let a tree T and a node n belong to T . The sibling of n is the set of nodes that have the same parent nodes as
n and that are diﬀerent nodes from n.
ancestor Let a tree T and a node n belong to T . An ancestor a of n is a node for which n belongs to one of the
sub-tree that have a as root node. The set of ancestors of a node n is denoted byA(n)
Considering the tree example presented in Figure 1, the node 1 is its root node. The nodes in boxes marked with
letters are leaf nodes. The node 4 is the parent node of leaves A and P whereas nodes 1, 2, 4 are their ancestors in the
tree.
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Internal nodes Let a tree T . The set of internal nodes of T is the set of nodes a of T such that a is not a leaf of T .
The set of internal nodes of T is denoted by IT .
For a tree T , IT is the set of nodes that are not a leaf. In Figure 1, all the nodes marked as circles are internal nodes
of the tree.
Our design approach of the hierarchical objects, aims to attach the digital information about tree structure to the
fundamental parts i.e. physical leaves. As presented in Figure 3, each leaf is associated to three types of digital
information:
• the ﬁrst type of information describes the elementary part: the leaf of the tree,
• the second type of information describes the parent of the elementary part,
• the third type describes an ancestor node of the elementary part.
Fig. 3. Memory space organization of the leafs
Fig. 4. Tree of depth two
Fig. 5. Injective function f
on a tree of depth two
The data about internal nodes are stored in the memory space attached to the leaf, representing a physical object.
Hence it should be ensured that enough space is available to store the tree structure information to the memory
associated to the physical leaves. This is ensured by the following property proving by induction that the number of
leaves always exceeds ancestor nodes in a tree, independent of its depth.
The set of leafs of a tree T is denoted by LT .
Property Let a tree T such that the internal nodes have at least two children, there exists an injective function
f : X → LT such that X = {(a, c) | a, c ∈ IT , c ∈ C(a)}
Proof (sketch) Let a tree T of depth two, such that all the internal nodes have at least two children. Figure 4
represents the tree T . The arity of the tree in not important. Then the set of nodes a of T (presented in Figure 4)
such that a is an internal node and a does not have leaf(s) as children a|a ∈ IT ,CT (a)  IT = {1}. ∀c ∈ C(1) such that
c ∈ IT , ∃ a function f which associate f ((1, c)) to a leaf for which c is a child of the ancestor node 1. T is a tree
of depth 2 then each node c of depth 1, has at least two children (considering the assumption on data structure that
each internal node has at least two children), or c is a leaf (and c has no children). Thus, f can be deﬁned as follows:
∀c ∈ C(1), such that c ∈ IT , f ((1, c)) = k with k ∈ LT and k ∈ C(c). For example, in Figure 5, f ((1, c1)) = k1.
Then for tree T of depth two, such that all the internal nodes have at least two children, there exist an injective
function f : X → LT such that X = {(a, c) | a, c ∈ IT , c ∈ C(a)}.
Assume for a tree Tn of depth n, there exist an injective function f : X → LT such that X = {(a, c) | a, c ∈ ITn , c ∈
C(a)}. We present this kind of tree in Figure 6.
Let a tree Tn+1 of depth n + 1, such that all the internal nodes have at least two children. Every tree of depth n + 1
can be computed by adding two or more leafs (because in the structure, we assume that all the internal nodes have at
least two children) to the nodes at the lowest level of tree Tn (of depth n).
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In Figure 7, Tn+1 is computed to replace the node k by a tree of depth 1 adding the leaf r and s. It is possible to an
injective function deﬁne f ′ from the injective function f deﬁnition as follows:
f ′ : X′ → Tn+1 such that X′ = X ∪ (r, s) = {(a, c) | a ∈ ITn+1 , c  LTn+1 , c ∈ CTn+1 (a)}
1. If f (x)  k then f ′(x) = f (x),
2. If f (x) = k then f ′(x) = r,
3. and f ′(i, k) = s
In the general case, the function f ′ can be deﬁned as follows:
f ′ : X′ → Tn+1
with:
X′ = X ∪ {(i, k) | k ∈ LTn , k ∈ CTn+1 (i)}
= {(a, c) | a, c ∈ ITn+1 , c ∈ CTn+1 (a)}
such that:
1. If f (x) = k such that k ∈ LTn+1 then f ′(x) = k,
2. If f (( j, l)) = r such that r  LTn+1 , then f ′(( j, l)) ∈ CTn+1 (r),
3. ∀(i, k) such that k ∈ LTn and k ∈ CTn (i), then f ′((i, k)) ∈ CTn+1 (k),
Like ∀k ∈ LTn ,
∣
∣
∣CTn+1 (k)
∣
∣
∣ ≥ 2 (all the internal nodes have at least two children), f ′ ensuring the follwing property:
∀ couple of nodes ( j, l) such that l ∈ LTn , l ∈ CTn ( j),
and ∀(i, k) such that f ((i, k))  LTn+1
then f ′(( j, l))  f ′((i, k))
Then f ′ is injective.
Then for tree Tn+1 of depth n + 1, such that all the internal nodes have at least two children, there exist an injective
function f : X → LTn+1 such that X = {(a, c) | a, c ∈ ITn+1 , c ∈ CTn+1 (a)}.
Hence, it is assured that the memory space in the leaves posed as physical objects is enough to hold their hierarchy
information.
3. Distributing the tree structure
The leaf nodes holding pieces of information can be used to build the tree structure. Physically, it would represent
assembling the complex object using the elementary parts. This is the interesting aspect of our design. To achieve this,
information must be distributed and stored in the memory of physical objects expressed as leaf nodes. Henceforth, it
Fig. 6. Tree of depth n Fig. 7. Tree of depth n + 1 Fig. 8. Elementary trees marked in coloured
circles
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would be possible to rebuild the tree structure simply using the leaves. The process is elucidated in the later part of this
section. The seminal work for our approach is presented in5 which demonstrates integrity checking of hierarchically
coupled physical objects.
The next subsection explains our algorithm to distribute the information while the later explains another algorithm
for assembling.
3.1. Distributing information among leaf nodes
Now, we would like to introduce the concept of an Elementary Tree (ET) in this paper because its group of nodes
are correlated. It represents a basic assembly step or process with the nodes involved. It consists of an internal node
with two or more children nodes. Figure 8 shows all the possible Elementary Trees in coloured circles from the
example in ﬁgure 1. Let’s pick the Elementary Tree encircled in dark blue from ﬁgure 8 and postulate some notations
for referring the Elementary Tree and its nodes. ETcurrent would mean the current Elementary Tree in discussion.
While ETcurrent root would refer to node with id 23, ETcurrent child or ETcurrent children indicates to the descendant(s) of
our context i.e. nodes A, T and 18.
This information is stored as to be put into leaf nodes underneath. One can notice that from ﬁgure 8 that Elementary
Trees are connected and the entire tree could be traversed recursively starting from the topmost encircled in red. Every
recursive step, an Elementary Tree forms the context with the nodes addressable as ETcurrent root and ETcurrent children.
Algorithm 1 outlines the recursive approach for distributing the tree structure information across the leaf nodes.
Algorithm 1: Distributing Elementary Tree information among leaf nodes
Input(s): 1. the topmost Elementary Tree;
2. an Empty Stack capable of holding Elementary Trees;
Output: Leaves ﬁlled with information to be separated;
disseminateInformation(ETcurrent, S);
if ETcurrent root is NOT LEAF then
for each child ETcurrent child of ETcurrent do
if ETcurrent child is LEAF then
store ETcurrent root id in ETcurrent child as parent;
store ETcurrent children ids in ETcurrent child as siblings;
if S is NOT EMPTY then
POP(S) for ETancestor;
store ETancestor in ETcurrent child;
else
PUSH(S, ETcurrent);
CALL disseminateInformation(ETcurrent child, S);
Algorithm 1 has a recursive approach to traverse through the hierarchy of ETs. It uses a static stack capable of
storing ETs as its basic object at each level. The information associated to an ET consists of the ids of the root and
its children. The algorithm starts with the topmost ET of the tree. When the root of an ET is an internal node, the
program control moves on to its children. If a child is a leaf, its parent and sibling as well as an ET information (if
available) is popped out of the stack as ancestor and written into it. Otherwise, in case the child is an internal node,
the current ET information is pushed into the stack and program control traverses using recursion to the make this
child node as the root of the current ET.
The recursive algorithm terminates when all the tree nodes are visited in depth-ﬁrst manner. In the process, the
leaves are augmented with information about its own ET (i.e. sibling and parent nodes) and possibly another ET,
whose root is its ancestor. Henceforth, the leave nodes contain suﬃcient information to be dispersed and rebuild the
tree structure.
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In the next section, we illustrate the procedure to build the original tree progressively using these leaves, irrespective
of their order of addition.
3.2. Assembling tree using leaf nodes
As discussed above, each leaf node contains two sets of information from which we can build two ETs. The ﬁrst
one would contain ids of the leaf node i.e. itself, along with its siblings and parent whereas the second is an optional
containing information about ancestor nodes. The rectangular box in ﬁgure 9 shows the information sets in form of
ETs for the leaf node D in ﬁgure 8.
Our assembly process consists of two stages described in algorithms 2 and 3 below. We use a list structure L
which serves the purpose of temporary cache to store the incomplete parts of tree formed until its completion. The
ET containing the ancestor nodes is inserted into list L using algorithm 2 and subsequently the ET of the leaf node.
Algorithm 2: Adding partially formed tree(s) in list L below an Elementary Tree from leaf node
Input(s): 1. an Elementary Tree;
2. a List L capable of holding Elementary Trees;
Output: arranged Elementary Tree and List L;
arrange(ETcurrent, L);
for each child ETcurrent child of ETcurrent do
for each i from 0 to Lsize−1 do
if ETL[i] root id equals ETcurrent root id then
Move ETL[i] root to ETcurrent child;
Algorithm 2 processes the list L and an ET taking both as input. It inspects the root of every part of tree stored
across L and tries to move as many of them possible below the ET, wherever the nodes match. The modiﬁed list L and
ET are then passed on to algorithm 3 for further processing. In this phase, the algorithm strives to insert the ET into
any of the subtrees across list L. If it is unsuccessful, the ET is augmented to L.
Figure 9 depicts the ET with ancestor nodes of leaf D being augmented to L by algorithm 3. The curved dotted
arrow in ﬁgure 10 shows node 8 from the list L being moved under the ET using algorithm 2. This modiﬁed ET is
inserted into the list L by algorithm 3, shown as straight dotted arrow in the ﬁgure.
Algorithm 3: Inserting an Elementary Tree from leaf node into the list L
Input(s): 1. an Elementary Tree;
2. a List L capable of holding Elementary Trees;
Output: List L with an Elementary Tree inserted;
insert(ETcurrent, L);
set f ound to FALS E;
for each i from 0 to Lsize−1 do
if ETcurrent root found in tree at L[i] then
set f ound to TRUE;
if f ound is TRUE then
Insert ETcurrent into tree at L[i];
else
Add ETcurrent at Lsize;
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Fig. 9. Elementary trees added to end of List L Fig. 10. Tree from List L added under Elementary tree and then in-
serted into List
Fig. 11. Adding sibling leaf nodes Fig. 12. Comparing structural composition of nodes
3.2.1. Termination criteria to detect tree completion
We have mentioned that throughout the process, we use a list structure where the leaves are added incrementally
to progress towards assembling the complete tree. But, there’s one question that would come to the readers mind is,
ﬁguring out the completion of the tree structure. When we have a leaf node to be added, we have used markers for
nodes in the ETs constructed to diﬀerentiate between an internal nodes and a leaf. In ﬁgure 11, for example, the ET in
the ﬁrst cell of the list originates due to leaf node M, which is marked diﬀerently. When its sibling leaf node P is added
using algorithm 3, it performs a merge operation to form the structure encircled in ﬁgure 11. This diﬀerentiation of
the nodes help us to infer if the tree structure pointed to by a cell of the list is partial. Additionally, if the list contains
only one tree structure and all the leaves are marked, then it can be concluded to be the complete tree.
4. Discussion
We have described so far, our approach for storing the description of tree tree hierarchy into the leaf nodes. This
could be used for applications where there are real physical entities forming a hierarchy for some purpose. These
entities obviously correlates to the leaf nodes of our tree structure whereas their internal nodes would be virtually
existing. Hence the leaves plays a very important role in the structure. Since they are physical entities, they are also
vulnerable to be damaged, lost or corrupted. Hence providing resilience is very important to safeguard against these
circumstances. Reiterating our assumption, that an internal node must have at least two children and these siblings
stores information about each other. Hence, if at least one among the children endures the loss, the missing ones could
be identiﬁed. Apart from providing resilience, our method provides support for checking the integrity of structure as
well.
We have performed simulation of our approach with random trees of various size and order. Since we have assumed
an approach where internal nodes have unique ids, our tree generator requires to verify this constraint. Trees upto 15
level with 5 children could be easily generated having around 150 leaves (permitting duplicacy) but fulﬁlling the
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Fig. 13. Memory usage of leaves in complete trees Fig. 14. Increasing depth consumes less memory in leaves
restriction regarding unique internal nodes. They could be easily distributed with their hierarchical information into
the leaves and assembled successfully. They have performed as we had desired.
Every node in the tree structure described in this paper are represented by identiﬁers which are stored in the leaves
to express their relations. Hence, leaves represented as physical entities would have a limitation on the memory space
to store the information. So the length of the identiﬁers should be chosen carefully depending on the application area,
memory capacity of the physical entities and an estimate of the tree size. The leaves in our approach have provisions
to accomodate two sets of data i.e. ETs. Let’s consider two diﬀerent ways of building the tree structure as shown in
ﬁgure 12. Both diagrams represent combining leaf nodes A, B, C, D and E. While diagram (a) depicts all of them
combined as siblings in one level, diagram (b) performs the same at multiple levels. So, the ﬁrst tree structure would
have space unused, reserved for ancestor contrary to the second case. The multi-level tree structure would have the
leaves containing heterogeneous information relating to one sibling, parent and ancestor nodes. Hence, depending
on the pros and cons, we should make an informed choice if we want an assembly of physical entities all in one or
multi-levels, depending on our application area as well.
To compare these two situations for introspection and verify the impact on the memory usage, we performed a
diﬀerent set of simulations. Random complete trees were generated with depth and children upto 10. To give an
estimate about the size of complete trees, typically one with depth 6 and 5 children at each level would have 15625
leaves at the lowest level. When the depth is increased with the number of children constant, the tree leaves grow
exponentially than the other way round which is multiplicative. We calculated the average number of IDs stored
per tree leaves and made two contrasting observations. We can observe in ﬁgure 13 that the rate of increase for this
average is steady, if the depth is increased keeping the number of children constant. In ﬁgure 14, we have highlighted
that when the depth increases, the average value decreases for the same number of leaves.
5. Related Work
Verifying integrity of structures and providing fault tolerance is an important aspect of various ﬁelds of computer
science. ZFS is a ﬁle system that works with blocks of data and metadata. The integrity of these blocks are veriﬁed
using checksum. Fault tolerance is ensured by redundancy technique i.e. multiple redundant copies of each block are
stored at various places as backups in case of unforeseen circumstances. The degree of redundancy for each block de-
pends on its criticality6,7. For example, Freenet is developed as a distributed information storage and retrieval system
operating as a location-independent distributed ﬁle system across many individual computers8. In the context of com-
puter network,9 proposes Hierarchically Distributed Tree (HD Tree) structure that could be adapted for maintaining a
hierarchical structure of nodes in distributed environment for massive scalability and straightforward load balancing.
The authors in5, describes a method of hierarchical coupling of RFID tagged objects. Its integrity is equated to the
security and missing objects can be detected at the hierarchical level but it is unable to specify them. This gap of
ﬁnding the missing objects is ﬁlled by the work presented in this paper.
4,2 provides autonomous services based on self described objects using RFID. The ﬁrst paper proposes a structure
to provide resilience and integrity checking for coupled objects. However, an optimization has to be drawn between
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the robustness required and the available memory space for objects by the application. On the other hand, the second
paper discusses a framework for rendering context aware services based on the self described smart objects present
locally. Our approach in this paper, could be used to support these services but the coupling has to be performed
hierarchically. Another paper has proposed distributing of locational information into densely deployed passive RFID
tags in the environment10,11. They would serve as dedicated artiﬁcial landmarks for mobile devices or robots having a
portable RFID reader. It has resemblance to our idea to the extent that information is distributed over a set of physical
entities.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a hierarchical data structure which distributes all its information over the leaves. Phys-
ically, the tree represents a composite object with hierarchical ordering of elementary objects mapped to the leaves
in the structure. The information with the elementary objects are used to assemble the composite object. We have
detailed two principal algorithms in this paper. While the ﬁrst explains distributing the tree structure information over
the leaves, the later can reconstruct the tree back from these leaves. The leaves of the tree are realized as real objects
with a digital storage space (RF tags) and the hierarchy is formed with virtual intermediate nodes. While reconstruct-
ing, the leaves represented by real objects can be augmented in random order. Missing leaves as well as incompletion
of the tree can be detected at any point. This feature is unique from the state of art which includes its decentralized
approach. Physical objects very often have a hierarchical ordering. So our contributed approach, would be very useful
to provide services in diﬀerent pervasive applications involving the integrity of the objects.
Considering the proof towards the beginning of this paper, we had shown that the number of leaves are always
greater than the internal nodes to store the hierarchy information. So, most often there are free spaces available in the
leaves after distribution of the hierarchical information. A future direction for our work is to utilize these free spaces
to increase the redundancy of information. This would increase the robustness and resiliency of the tree structure.
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